“I find that the harder I work, the more luck I seem to have.”
- Thomas Jefferson

INNOVATE 2020: WRLC	NOVEMBER 9-13

Watch the Innovate 2020 virtual orientation!
Click here then scroll down to “Schedule” and select the orientation you would like to view.

MEMBERSHIP TOOLKIT!

Chapter giveaway contest! Bring your membership to the #NextLevel with this toolkit! Developed by students, for students, get free resources to allow you and your chapter to bring the WA DECA experience to your community. Complete the digital chapter scrapbook and submit by 12/1! View membership toolkit.

CHAPTER OFFICER RECOGNITION

Officers are the backbone to your chapter and we want to recognize all of you! Upload a photo of yourself with your name, school, and officer title by 11/15. Upload portal coming soon.

STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES

The BECU Financial Literacy Challenge has moved to 11/30. Register with your DECA advisor.

DATES TO KNOW:
NOVEMBER IS DECA MONTH!

2	Innovate 2020 conference virtual orientation
9-13	Innovate 2020 Western Region Leadership Conference!
15	Membership deadline for allocations
15	Chapter Officer photos due
20	Innovate 2020 conference evaluation due
30	BECU Financial Literacy Challenge begins

"I find that the harder I work, the more luck I seem to have.”
- Thomas Jefferson

SHOP & SUPPORT

This holiday season, support Washington DECA when you shop at Amazon! For every qualifying purchase you make, Amazon will donate a portion to us! Get started.